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Abstract

2000), and Markov random field based methods (MRF) (Moser et
al., 2011; Benedek et al., 2015). In contrast, supervised change
detection involves extracting change information through mining knowledge from prior information and mainly includes
post-classiﬁcation comparison and direct classiﬁcation. The
first one is to classify each temporal image via supervised classification and then compare classification maps to determine
changes, and the other one is to directly classify the images
based on selected training samples. Because of strong learning ability of individual classifiers, they are used to extract the
data information in change detection. The individual classifiers that are commonly used are support vector machine (SVM)
(Nemmour and Chibani, 2006; He and Laptev, 2009), k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) (Guo et al., 2003; Roy et al., 2012), multinomial
logistic regression (MLR) (Li, Bioucas et al., 2012; Khodadadzadeh et al., 2014), the extreme learning machine (ELM) (Huang
et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2010). However, no single classifier is
capable of extracting all change information, and all learning
algorithms have their limits. In order to improve generalization
ability, ensemble learning (Nemmour and Chibani, 2006; Chellasamy, Ferré et al., 2014; Roy et al., 2014) has been introduced
into change detection of high-resolution remote sensing images,
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Because of rich information of objects in high-resolution
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Change detection based on a multi-classifier ensemble system
can take advantage of multiple classifiers to extract change
information in remote sensing images. In this paper, an efficient heterogeneous ensemble algorithm, i.e., the stacked
generalization (SG) combined with image segmentation, is
proposed to construct a simple multi-classifier ensemble
system that can offer better detection accuracy with lower
computational cost. Due to the rich spatial information in
high-spatial-resolution remote sensing images, structure
texture (morphological) and statistical texture features are
extracted to construct the input data to the ensemble system
along with spectral features. In addition, constrained analysis on segmented objects integrates the smaller heterogeneity
segmentation map and pixel-wise change map to generate
the final change map. The experiments were carried out on
two ZY-3 and a QuickBird dataset. The results show that the
proposed algorithm can integrate the advantages of both
pixel-wise ensemble and object-oriented methods, and effectively improve the accuracy and stability of change detection.
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Thus, we use a stacked generalization (SG) (Ting and Witten, 2002; Hatami and Ebrahimpour, 2007; Sesmero et al.,
2015) for change detection of high-resolution remote sensing images. First, ELM, SVM, and KNN are utilized as the base
classifiers at level-0. ELM, proposed by Huang (2005), has a
fast learning speed and strong generalization ability, so we
first classify most of pixels by ELM. SVM, proposed by Vapnik (Vapnik and Vladimir, 1995) in 1995, solves non-linear
problems well and can avoid local minima problem. KNN is
a simple algorithm which has strong robustness and classifies using analogy, and has a good classifying ability in local
image. Multi-response linear regression (MRLR) is then used to
construct the meta-classifier at level-1. Ting and Witten (2002)
have tested four methods - C4.5, IB1, NB, and MRLR as metaclassifier in hybrid ensemble system, and found that only the
MRLR ensemble achieved satisfying results. Seewald (2002)
also found that MRLR can effectively solve the binary classification problem. For each sample, MRLR utilizes the predicted
values of the L base classifiers to construct the input feature
data but ignores the association with neighboring pixels. In
this paper, considering spatial information, the weighted
average of eight neighboring pixels is also taken into account
when constructing the feature data for the meta-classifier. The
fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) proposed by Pan (2012)
Figure 1. Sketch map of stacked generalization.
is used to solve the parameters of MRLR.
With the increase of spatial resolution and the decrease of
integrates the output data of each base classifier at level-0 and
spectral resolution, spectral separability for similar objects
obtains the final prediction. This trainable combiner is also
is reduced. Accuracy of change detection is degraded due to
called “meta-classifier”. The overall effect of the classifier en“different spectrum with same objects”. Thus, object-oriented
semble system depends on the base classifier used at level-0
technique becomes one of the most popular methods for
and the selection of the meta-classifier at level-1.
high-spatial-resolution images (Hao et al., 2016; Peng and
Given a training set S, SG randomly divides the original
Zhang, 2017). However, accuracy of change detection in
training set into J sub-training sets of equal size and K base
object-oriented methods is directly influenced by the initial
classifiers are used at level-0. The next steps are similar to the
image segmentation. Another effective way is constructing
J-fold cross-validation process: Select a sub-training set (Sj) for
multi-source image features. Li et al. (Li, Huang et al., 2017)
training and validation of level-1, j = 1, 2,…, J. The remaining
proposed a method by integrating macro and micro-texture tosub-training
sets S(–j) = S – Sj are used to train the K base clasby Ingenta
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tion images. Peng et al. (2017) extracted texture and spatial
form the training set for the meta-classifier at level-1. Each
features by using LBP and Sobel gradient and combined them
sample in the training set has K features (K predicted values).
with spectral features to obtain the change information for
After training, the meta-classifier generates a fixed classifihigh-resolution GF-1 image. These studies have demonstrated
cation model, and for a new test dataset, the level-0 model
that the inclusion of texture and morphological features can
generates an initial prediction vector as the input values of
compensate for the lack of detailed spectral information.
the level-1 model. The level-1 model then generates the final
So, in this paper, the statistical texture and structure texture
prediction values. The overall description of the SG algorithm
features (morphological profiles) are utilized to compensate
is summarized as follows.
for insufficient spectral information and the initial pixel
wise change map is combined with the smaller heterogeneity
Input:
multi-scale segmentation map to obtain the final change map,
z_train : the sub-training set (S(–j)) of base classifiers;
where the influence of over-segmentation in object-oriented
x_label : the labels of sub-training set (S(–j)) of base classifiers;
change detection is alleviated and the “salt and pepper noise”
z_test: the test samples (Sj) of base classifiers;
in pixel-wise based change detection is reduced. In experiy_label : the labels of training set (Sj) of meta-classifier;
ments, two ZY-3 and QuickBird datasets are used to demonz : the test dataset.
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
For all the training samples in set S(–j):
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
Train the K base classifiers at level-0 to estimate the parameter a:
next section introduces the proposed methodology. Then, the
x_label = a*z_train
experimental results are discussed and analyzed. Finally, the
End for
conclusion is drawn.
For all the test samples in Sj:
Get the predicted values(x_value) of base classifiers at level-0:
x_value = a*z_test

Methodolgy

Stacked Generalization (SG)

is a heterogeneous ensemble algorithm, integrating different classifiers, followed by a two-level hierarchical structure
(Figure 1). At level-0, each base classifier is trained by the
original training set, and for each pixel, each base classifier
produces a predicted value. These predicted values are used
as the input data for level-1. At level-1, a trainable combiner
SG
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End for
Train the meta-classifier at level-1 to estimate the parameter of
weight w:

y_label = w*x_value

Predict a new test dataset:
Output:

y_value = w*a*z

y_value: the predicted value of the SG model.
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

Multi-Response Linear Regression (MRLR)

The MRLR model is an effective method for the ensemble of
heterogeneous base classifiers. The advantages of using MRLR
is its interpretability as it provides a method of combining
the results generated by the level-0 into a final decision. The
weights generated by MRLR indicate the different contributions that each base classifier makes for class prediction,
which can be described as follows. Suppose the training samN
ple set Φ = {(xi,yi)}i=1
contains N observations, where xi = (xi1,
xi2,…, xip)T is a p-dimensional eigenvector, yi is a class label
and yi ∈Γ= {w1, w2,…, wm}. We use the training set Φ to train L
different classification algorithms to obtain the integration ζ
= {C1, C2,…, CL} of the L base classifiers. We assume that each
base classifier Ci(i = 1, 2, …, L) predicts an observed value as a
posterior probability distribution vector:

(

PC i ( x ) = PC i (w1|x ) , PC i (w 2|x ) , … , PC i (w m|x )

… , PCm ( x ))
) = (PC1 ( x ) , PC2 ( x ) ,…

T

T

i

i

i

, i = 1, 2, … , L

(1)

where Pij(x) is the possibility value of the pixels in the wj class
obtained by the ith base classifier. We can therefore describe
the input data of the meta-classifier as a m×L matrix P(x):

(

P ( x ) = P1T ( x ) , P2T ( x ) , …, PLT ( x )

)

T



=  P11 ( x ) , …, P1m , P21 ( x ) , …, P2m ( x ) ,…, PC1 ( x ) , …, PLm ( x )





  
 Classifier C1

Classifier C2
Classifier C L

T

(2)

MRLR transforms the C classification problems into C
regression problems. For example, for class wj, if the sample
has a class label wj, its output value is 1; otherwise, the output
value is 0. For each class wj, MRLR chooses each base classifier’s predicted x belonging to class wj to establish a linear
model, which is defined as:

is a conventional method of extracting statistical texture
features. In this paper, five second-moment descriptors, i.e.,
mean, variance, homogeneity, contrast, and dissimilarity,
are applied. For the selection of window size, according to
the size and distribution of various features in the image,
we choose 5 × 5 size window and 0° direction to extract the
features. The morphological features are also a type of texture
features called structure texture. Two commonly used morphological operators are opening and closing. The mathematical morphology framework defines a series of operators to emphasize homogeneous spatial structures in a gray level image.
The strategy of opening reconstruction is to dilate an eroded
image in order to recover as much as possible of the eroded
image. In contrast, closing reconstruction is to erode a dilated
image in order to recover the initial shape of image structures
that have been dilated. The opening-and-closing reconstruction integrates the advantages of both operations regarding
their capacity to preserve original shapes of spatial structures.
Therefore, these three morphological reconstruction filters are
used to construct the input dataset. According to the distribution of features in images, a circular structure with a radius of
5 is chosen as the structuring element.
Despite the advantages of supervised classifiers in classification, they require training samples as labeled beforehand.
Manual selection of training samples can lead to incompleteness of selected categories, and it is time-consuming. So in
this paper, the training samples are selected by Change Vector
Analysis (CVA), an unsupervised change detection method.
CVA is very effective in combining different types of change
features. The training samples are selected from the change
map by using two thresholds and defined as:

1

 t1 = [T + k * δ _ c, T + k * δ _ c + (a − k + 1) * δ _ c ]
LR j ( x ) =
≥ 0, j = 1, 2, m
(3)

(5)
1
t 2 = [T − l * δ _ nc, T − l * δ _ nc +
*
_
nc
δ
]
m

(b − l + 1)
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of
where T is determined
by the expectation
the L base classifiers to construct the input feature data but
algorithm, the δ_c and δ_nc are the standard deviation of the
ignores the association with neighboring pixels. In this paper,
changed pixels and unchanged pixels, respectively, and k and
considering the spatial information, the weighted average of
l are the adjustment coefficients as k = 1, 2,…, a, l = 1, 2,…,
the sample’s eight neighbors is also taken into account when
b. Here, a = (x_max –T)|δ_c and b = (T–x_min)|δ_nc with
constructing the feature data of the meta-classifier. The spex_max and x_min being the maximum and minimum value of
cific input data can be represented as:
the CVA change map, respectively.
Σ(Li =1)aij Pij ( x ), aij

{ }

(

Q ( x ) = P1T ( x ) , Q1T ( x ) , …, PLT ( x ) , QT
L (x )

)

T

=


 (4)
 P 1 ( x ) , …, P m , Q1 ( x ) , …, Q m ,…, P 1 ( x ) , …, P m ( x ) , Q1 ( x ) , …, Q m ( x )
1
1
1
L
1
L
L
L


 


Classifier C1
Classifier C L

where Qij(x) is the weighted average of the probabilities of the
eight neighboring pixels in the wj class obtained by the i-th
base classifier.
To estimate the model parameters in MRLR, we propose the
FOA and compare it with the NNLS algorithm (Li and Ngom,
2013). NNLS algorithm is the most commonly used method for
parameter estimation of the MRLR model. The FOA is one of the
recently developed swarm optimization algorithms, and it has
global optimization ability (Iscan and Gunduz, 2015). Besides,
FOA is a stable algorithm, which solves the problems fast.

Construction of Multi-Source Feature Dataset
and Automatic Selection of Training Samples

As aforementioned, many studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of combination of texture, morphological, and
spectral features. The gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

Pixel-wise Change Detection Based on the
Stacked Generalization Hybrid Ensemble System

As mentioned earlier, ELM, SVM, and KNN are chosen to construct the base classifiers at level-0. The MRLR is utilized as
the meta-classifier at level-1. In order to improve computational efficiency and ensure a high accuracy, the ELM homogeneous integration algorithm based on random subspace
method (RSM) is adopted to label a large part of pixels. The remaining unlabeled pixels are then classified by the proposed
SG hybrid ensemble system. The specific change detection
processes are as follows.
1. Generation of the level-0 base classifier
As described in the previous section, we randomly divide
the automatically acquired training samples into three
sub-training sets, then we utilize two parts to train ELM,
SVM, and KNN to generate the base classifiers at level-0.
When training the ELM, the two sub-training sets use the
RSM ensemble strategy to classify all the pixels. According
to the label determination rules, a large number of pixels
are labeled, and the remaining pixels are reclassified by
the trained SVM and KNN. The outputs of ELM, SVM, and
KNN based on the RSM homogeneous integration and the
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weighted average of the eight neighboring pixels are used
to construct the level-1 input feature data :

(

)

T

T
T
T
T
T
T
Q _ SG ( x ) = PELM ( x ) , QELM ( x ) , PSVM ( x ) , QSVM ( x ) , PKNN ( x ) , Q KNN ( x )

1
0
PELM ( x ) = PELM
( x ) , PELM
(x )


1
0

QELM = QELM ( x ) , QELM ( x )


……

1
0

PKNN ( x ) = PKNN
( x ) , PKNN
(x )

1
0

QKNN ( x ) = QKNN ( x ) , QKNN ( x )


(

(

(
(

)

)

(6)

)
)

where is the probability of the ELM output belonging to the
changed class, is the probability of the output belonging
to the unchanged class, and is the weighted average of the
eight neighboring pixels belonging to the changed class.
The other variables are obtained in a similar way.
2. Construction of the level-1 meta-classifier
After generating feature data , the MRLR is used as level-1
meta-classifier to predict all the results of the base classifiers to obtain the initial change map according to . The
optimal parameters of the level-1 classifier are obtained
by using the remaining sub-training set and the two parameter optimization algorithms.

Object-based Constrained Change Detection
3. Segmentation of the stacked image
Multi-resolution segmentation is a commonly used segFigure 2. Flowchart of change detection.
mentation algorithm, which is a bottom-up approach that
combines adjacent pixels or small segmentation objects
preprocessing steps before generating the difference maps.
to ensure a minimum average heterogeneity of different
The root mean square error of registration is less than 0.5
objects and a maximum homogeneity of internal pixels.
pixels. The relatively radiometric correction is performed by
linear regression analysis (Lo and Yang, 2000).
4. Constraint of segmentation map
In order to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed
In order to make full use of spatial information in high- Delivered by Ingenta
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information to eliminate some Copyright:
of the “salt-and-pepper”
and object-based change detection methods (OBCD) (i.e., CVAnoise and reduce the omission and commission ratio. The
OB, ELM-OB, KNN-OB, SVM-OB). In addition, the heterogeneous
over-segmentation of image will reduce the accuracy of
ensemble algorithms (HEAM) of MV, D-S, and F_int were used
object-oriented change detection method. However, the
to extract the changes in both datasets. In order to demonsmaller scale segmentation object can reduce the omission
strate the effectiveness of the MRLR as meta-classifier, the SGratio when we use the segmentation object to constrain
SVM and SG-MLR were also implemented. We also compared
the pixel-wise map. After obtaining the pixel-wise change
and analyzed the experimental results of the MRLR parameters
map using SG ensemble system and the segmentation map
based on the NNLS and FOA. Except SVM, KNN, MLR, CVA-OB,
segmented by multi-resolution, the ratio of change pixels
KNN-OB, and SVM-OB, all the other methods were repeated 10
in each object in segmentation map is calculated. When
times. The accuracy of these methods was the average of 10
the ratio is less than the threshold r, the pixels in the obexperimental results. The overall accuracy (OA), Commission
ject are determined as unchanged pixels. The flowchart of
ratio and Omission ratio were used to evaluate the accuracy
change detection based on the SG hybrid ensemble system
of change detection by comparing the detection results with
and segmentation map is shown in Figure 2.
the ground reference map, which are defined as

Experiments and Analysis

Two multi-temporal and high-resolution remote sensing
datasets collected by the ZY-3 satellite with spatial resolution
of 5.8 meters are used in the experiments. ZY-3 is a Chinese
high-resolution imaging Earth observation satellite, launched
in January 2012. Both datasets have 450 × 450 pixels. The first
dataset (Figure 3) which is covered part of Yunlong District
consists of two high-resolution images of an area of Xuzhou
(Jiangsu Province, China), taken on 05 November 2012 and 04
November 2013, respectively. The two high-resolution images
(Figure 4) of the second dataset, covered part of Tongshan
District also located in Xuzhou, Jiangsu province, China, were
acquired in November, 2013 and October, 2014, respectively.
Image registration and radiometric correction are important
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OA =

(N 11 + N 00 )
(N 11 + N 00 + N 01 + N 10 )

Commission ratio =
Omission ratio =

N 01
(N 01 + N 11 )

(7)

N 10
(N10 + N 00 )

where N11 and N00 are the numbers of changed pixels and
unchanged pixels correctly detected, respectively, N10 is the
number of missed changed pixels, and N01 is the number of
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Figure 3. True color images of the first dataset.

(b)

Figure 4. True color images of the second dataset.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The number of pixels wrongly detected by SG with different swarm sizes.
unchanged pixels in the ground reference but detected as
changed in the change map.
We recorded the computing time of different methods to
evaluate the computational cost. In this study, all the experiments are implemented based on Python 2.7 and ENVI 5.1.
The change detection method based on the SG hybrid
ensemble system requires fewer parameters, but the key
parameter is the swarm size (Z) in the FOA, which was defined
in a set of comparative experiments. Another parameter is the

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

number of iterations (num), and it was set to 100 according
to the convergence of the algorithm. In the two experiments,
we set Z in the range of 5 to 35, and obtained the number of
pixels wrongly detected by SG with different swarm sizes. The
experimental results are shown in Figure 5. It can be observed
that, the number of wrongly detected pixels fluctuates between 10,120 and 10,180 in experiment 1 and between 5,635
and 5,680 in experiment 2 when the swarm size is between 5
and 35, and the gap between them is small, which indicates

Nove m ber 2018
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Table 1. Accuracy of the different methods for the first dataset.
OA

Commission
ratio

Omission
ratio

Time(s)

ELM

0.9351

0.3983

0.0309

5.08

KNN

0.9292

0.4423

0.0239

1957.15

SVM

0.9332

0.4204

0.0245

11.27

MLR

0.9317

0.4095

0.0363

0.305
8.32

Method

PWCM

OBCD

HEAM

SG

(a)

CVA-OB

0.9425

0.3540

0.0283

ELM-OB

0.9470

0.2339

0.0415

5.21

KNN-OB

0.9479

0.2030

0.0436

1818.92

SVM-OB

0.9533

0.1771

0.0388

10.29

MV

0.9332

0.4195

0.0252

1957.94

D-S

0.9389

0.3441

0.0388

1966.74

F_int

0.9328

0.4022

0.0361

1979.52

SG-LS

0.9403

0.3644

0.0300

24.92

SG-ff

0.9507

0.2462

0.0346

24.95

SG-SVM

0.9422

0.3576

0.0277

25.31

SG-MLR

0.9431

0.3461

0.0291

24.53

SG-LS-OB

0.9547

0.2244

0.0319

27.62

SG-ff-OB

0.9556

0.1922

0.0344

27.65

Table 2. Accuracy of the different methods for the second dataset.
OA

Commission
ratio

Omission
ratio

ELM

0.9581

0.3153

0.0175

5.04

KNN

0.9522

0.3884

0.0068

1925.32

SVM

0.9614

0.3232

0.0090

25.58

MLR

0.9224

0.5271

0.0229

0.39

CVA-OB
by
Ingenta0.9611

0.2749

0.0203

13.80

Method

PWCM

Delivered
IP: 91.222.236.46 On: Mon,
13 Jul 0.9628
2020 02:17:50
ELM-OB
0.2213
0.0250
OBCD
Copyright: American Society
for Photogrammetry
and Remote
KNN-OB 0.9660
0.1665 Sensing
0.0261

HEAM

(b)
Figure 6. Overlay charts of true color images and boundaries
of the segmented regions.
the robustness of the FOA. Therefore, we set Z=20 for the
two datasets in the following experiments.
As previously mentioned, the SG ensemble system is
constructed to obtain the pixel-wise change detection
result, and then the change result is constrained by segmentation information to produce the final change map. The OBCD
were used for comparison with the proposed method and the
objects information was used to constrain the change information, so objects information was obtained with the method
previously described. According to the distribution of the two
regions in the experimental area, the segmentation size was
set to 20, the shape size was set to 0.4, and the compactness
size was 0.6 for the first dataset and 50-0.4-0.6 for the second
dataset. The threshold r was experimentally set to 0.15 for
the two datasets. The overlay charts of true color images and
boundaries of the segmented regions for the two datasets are
shown in Figure 6.
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SG

Time(s)

8.11
2144.15

SVM-OB

0.9652

0.2371

0.0195

14.09

MV

0.9610

0.3271

0.0088

1925.42

D-S

0.9657

0.2446

0.0177

1933.75

F_int

0.9517

0.3743

0.0146

1945.61

SG-LS

0.9625

0.3108

0.0101

25.77

SG-ff

0.9720

0.1852

0.0162

25.84

SG-SVM

0.9621

0.3205

0.0084

26.16

SG-MLR

0.9650

0.2950

0.0094

25.37

SG-LS-OB

0.9748

0.1799

0.0131

28.67

SG-ff-OB

0.9762

0.1195

0.0174

28.84

The accuracy of change detection for the two datasets are
shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. SG-LS is the SG ensemble system with the parameters of MRLR obtained by the use
of NNLS. SG-ff is the SG ensemble system with the parameters
of MRLR obtained by the use of FOA. SG-SVM and SG-MLR are
the SG ensemble system with the SVM and MLR as the metaclassifier, respectively. SG-LS-OB is the SG-LS algorithm refined
by object information, similarly, SG-ff-OB is the refined SG-ff.
All these methods, i.e., MV, D-S, F_int, are heterogeneous
ensemble algorithms and consist of the same base classifiers.
As can be seen from the above results, the accuracy of SG-ff-OB
is the highest among the methods, with the overall accuracy
of 0.9556and 0.9762, lowest commission ratio of 0.1922
and 0.1195, because the predicted results of base classifiers
and the spatial neighborhood information were utilized to
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construct the feature data at level-1, and the constraint of
object information after the pixel-wise change map reduced
the commission ratio. It can be seen from the tables that the
accuracy of OBCD is significantly higher than that of the PWCM
because the PWCM is based on a single pixel, and the spectral
information in a high-spatial-resolution image is insufficient
resulting in more commission pixels. The detection results of
different heterogeneous ensemble systems are different and
the accuracy of the three heterogeneous ensemble algorithms
are not all higher than that of the individual base classifiers,
which demonstrates that the selection of the ensemble algorithm has impact on the performance of the multi-classifier
ensemble system and that not all the ensemble methods can

improve the accuracy. Comparing the methods based on the
SG hybrid ensemble system, we can observe that the overall
accuracy of SG-ff are higher than that of SG-LS, SG-SVM and SGMLR due to better optimization capability of FOA. The commission ratio of SG with the parameters of MRLR based on FOA and
NNLS is improved when we utilize the object information to
impose constraints on the pixel-wise change detection maps.
Moreover, it can be observed that the SG ensemble system
costs less time than other ensemble systems with higher accuracy. This is because in base classifiers we utilize the advantages of ELM to classify a large part of pixels and combine the
series and parallel framework to classify other pixels.

(a) ELM

(b) KNN

(c) SVM

(d) MLR

(e) ELM-OB

(f) KNN-OB

(g) SVM-OB

(h) CVA-OB

(i) F_int

(j) D-S

(k) MV

(l) SG-LS
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(m) SG-ff
(n) SG-SVM
(o) SG-MLR
(p) SG-LS-OB
(q) SG-ff-OB
Figure 7. Change detection and reference maps obtained by the different methods for the first dataset.

(r) reference

(a) ELM

(b) KNN

(c) SVM

(d) MLR

(e) ELM-OB

(f) KNN-OB

(g) SVM-OB

(h) CVA-OB

(i) F_int

(j) D-S

(k) MV

(l) SG-LS

(m) SG-ff
(n) SG-SVM
(o) SG-MLR
(p) SG-LS-OB
(q) SG-ff-OB
Figure 8. Change detection and reference maps obtained by the different methods for the second dataset.
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the change maps and reference
Table 3. Accuracy of the different methods for the additional
maps for the two datasets. It can be seen from the results of
dataset.
the change maps that the changed regions in the first dataset
Commission
Omission
mainly includes the changes of vegetation and bare land to
Method
OA
ratio
ratio
roads and buildings. Compared with the reference change
ELM
0.8745
0.3638
0.0405
map in Figure 7(r), the change detection results of SG-ff-OB
PWCM
KNN
0.8348
0.4510
0.0269
shown in Figure 7(q) is more consistent with the reference
change map. After utilizing the segmented object information
SVM
0.8582
0.4022
0.0387
constraint, some of the salt-and-pepper noise in the change
ELM-OB
0.8742
0.3713
0.0316
detection result based on the SG hybrid ensemble system is
OBCD
KNN-OB
0.8121
0.4868
0.0261
suppressed. As shown in Figure 7(a)- to (d),(i) to (k), it can
SVM-OB
0.8679
0.3833
0.0349
be observed that there are many false-alarm pixels in the left
MV
0.8606
0.4004
0.0328
and lower part of the change maps obtained by PWCM and
HEAM, whereas the pixels belonging to false detection class
D-S
0.8976
0.2752
0.0563
are significantly less in Figures 7(p) and (q) obtained by the
HEAM
F_int
0.8326
0.4518
0.0699
proposed methods. That is because the areas in left part are
SG-ff
0.8829
0.3447
0.0379
mainly dense residential buildings where the frequency of
SG-ff-OB
0.9219
0.2087
0.0445
gray scale change is large. However, the spectral information of high-spatial-resolution image is insufficient and the
and SVM as the level-0 base classifiers, and MRLR as the level-1
PWCM is based on pixel units, thus generating more noise and
meta-classifier by using the spectral, statistical texture and
commission pixels. From the results of Figures 7 (a), (b) and
structure texture (morphological profile) features as input.
(c), we can see that there are less false-alarm pixels in the left
In addition to the prediction results of base classifiers, the
part but some missed pixels in the middle part of the image
weighted average of eight neighboring pixels were also used
obtained by ELM, which is complementary with the other two
as the input of meta-classifier. The FOA, one of the recently
methods. As can be seen from the Figures 7(e), (f), (g), and
developed global optimization algorithms, was adopted to
(h), some changed regions of the maps obtained by OBCDs are
estimate the model parameters in MRLR. In order to utilize
mis-identified as unchanged regions in the change detection
the advantages of high-resolution remote sensing images and
maps due to the dependence of the segmentation scale of the
decrease the direct influence of segmentation, constrained
OBCD. The SG methods yield less false-alarm pixels in change
analysis on segmented objects was implemented to integrate
detection map, due to the consideration of spatial information
segmentation map and pixel-wise change map for final result.
when constructing the input data at level-1. The changed reThe experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
gions in the second dataset are mainly including the increase
method performs better with lower computational cost.
of buildings and roads and the decrease of vegetation and
bare land. Similarly, the change maps in Figures 8(p) and (q)
obtained by the SG ensemble system methods, SG-LS-OB and
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